Fish Bio performs a fish rescue operation between the cofferdam and the shoreline of the Sacramento River.

Balfour Beatty subcontractor Pacific Coast Drilling preparing to auger Pier #6
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West Bay Builders placing concrete into the drilled shaft for Pier #6.

West Bay Builders pumping concrete into bridge support column caps #2 and #3
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Balfour Beatty Subcontractor Meyers excavating in the forebay.

Balfour Beatty’s loader excavating within the fish screen cofferdam.
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West Bay Builders preparing Column #6 for concrete placement.

Balfour Beatty’s crane drives pin (H) piles for east access inside sheet pile wall.
Balfour Beatty’s Subcontractor Jensen Drilling, drills holes for tie backs on pumping plant sheet piles.

West Bay Builders installing edge forms & water stop for structural slab in the downstream canal.
West Bay Builders Subcontractor Meyer’s Earthwork begins to place processed backfill in the Siphon Barrel Structure.

West Bay Builders Subcontractor CMC Rebar installing the top mat of the structural slab in the downstream canal.